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Editor’s
Note
W

elcome to the rst edition of
Unitedworld Institute of Design's
monthly newsletter.
This newsletter has been born out of the
vision of the President of Karnavati University,
Mr. Ritesh Hada. He believes that many of us
from separate elds, departments and
colleges must get out of our separate
cubicles, break the shackles of daily life and
share our best ideas, thoughts and practices
through this newsletter.
Reading through the rst edition of the
newsletter, you will nd some expert opinions
shared by faculty members and some creative
thoughts by students. But most of all, you will
nd an opportunity to tell your stories, inspire
and get inspired and raise awareness on
issues you care for! We sincerely hope these
are reasons enough to contribute towards
and look forward to the future editions.
We hope you enjoy the read! Also, remember
that this is a digital magazine so please be
sure to share, tweet, repost, refer and
recommend any articles that you like!
We look forward to your feedback and
await contributions at
editorial@karnavatiuniversity.edu.in

ADORN YOUR FINGER
WITH THESE RINGS
By Kumud Kedia
Lecturer
School of Lifestyle Accessory Design
Unitedworld Institute of Design

Rings are one of the important jewel pieces among
jewellery accessories and liked by almost all. Rings
are traditionally designed in metal but can be made
in almost any material: metal, plastic, stone, wood,
bone, glass, and gemstone, resin, ceramic or acrylic.
They may be set with a gem or stone of some sort,
which is often a precious or semi-precious
gemstone such as diamond, ruby, sapphire or
emerald, but can also be of almost any material. The
custom of giving and receiving nger rings dates
back approx 6,000 years. Though tracing the exact

history of this practice is diﬃcult.
Based on various ways of nger ring adornment,
rings are of nine diﬀerent types. They are: Bands,
Between the Fingers Ring, Bypass Ring, Cluster
Ring, Cocktail Ring, Engagement Ring, Finger
Armor Ring, Solitaire Ring, and Two Finger Ring.
Bands: A band ring is a ring that generally has a at
surface with straight edges and has only one width
same for the entire band.

Armor ring:
It has to be said that a full nger armor ring is pretty
much a work of art for sure. A nger armor ring starts by
covering from the base of chosen nger up to the
second knuckle or just under the nail bed, they are
visually dramatic and impact they have when wearing
one is just considered phenomenal.

Picture credit: La Marquoise Jewellery

Two Finger rings:
Those rings which are worn on two
adjacent ngers but are a single ring
are called Two Finger rings.
Picture credit: Stephen Webster

Cluster Ring:
A grouping of gemstones that forms a compact
pattern is called a cluster. The cluster ring oﬀers the
jeweller a creative way to show oﬀ multiple
gemstones and is preferred for an everyday wear by
many people.

Picture credit: Zahira Fine Jewellery

By Pass Ring:
A Bypass ring is a style of ring where
the ends of the shank don't meet in
the middle, they 'bypass' each other.
Over the years a lot of diﬀerent styles
of bypass rings have been made.
Picture credit: Joseph Kutchinsky | Picture credit: David Webb

A Between the Fingers:
This is a style of ring where the ends of the ring
shank do not meet in the centre; they rather
end in the space between the two ngers.
Picture credit: Van Cleef & Arpels

Cocktail Ring:
Similar to a cluster, the cocktail ring features a large
pattern of sparkling gemstones. It is sometimes
called a dinner ring. Vintage cocktail rings are
popular collectibles.
Picture credit: Boucheron | Picture credit: Van Cleef & Arpels | Picture credit: Van Cleef & Arpels | Picture credit: Van Cleef & Arpels

Solitaire rings:
Solitaire rings may be made as wedding bands, engagement rings,
gifts for valentines and other special occasions, or just a personal
charm. It is very common as an engagement ring. The stone used for
the solitaire ring can be diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald, cubic
zirconia, or any kind of stone based on ones feel for it, occasion,
beliefs, or budget. The shape of the stone may be heart shaped, oval
shaped, asscher cut, cushion cut, marquise cut, pear shaped,
princess cut or radiant cut and the carat size will of course vary. The
most appropriate cut and size of depends on several factors,
including the size and shape of the wearers ngers and hand and his
or her personal feel.
Picture credit: Tiﬀany & Co. Oﬃcial

Life

out of

CARDBOARDS

Did you know that cardboards can be used in
making furniture for your home? Not only in
India but in most parts of the world it was
unheard of till a Canadian born American
European designer Frank Gehry experimented
with cardboards and came up with his
discovery in 1970.
At Karnavati University, Spanish designer Dr.
Marina Puyuelo Cazorla from Universitat
Politecnica De Valencia (UPV) of Spain, while
visiting Unitedworld Institute of Design on a
faculty exchange programme, suggested this
novel idea of organizing an exposition of
cardboard furniture.
“Cardboard furniture is not only environment
friendly but also suits the budget for
consumers. It's also light and in fact you can
even build walls in your apartment along with
the furniture. It's also aesthetically appealing,”
Marina said. Students of the School of Interior
Design at UID, after a ve-day workshop under
the guidance of Dr. Marina designed and
developed novel cardboard furniture, which
caught the imagination of visitors to the
exhibition at the campus.
Students who made the cardboard furniture
were excited too.
“The very idea of designing furniture with
cardboard was exciting yet challenging. We
were clear we wanted it to be sustainable and
remain original,” said Ayushi Jindal, an interior
design student at UID.
Another student, Dimpal Chawla, said, “The
'Bournvita chair' is a multi-utility chair
designed using alternate layering technique.
The component beneath the chair slide out
into a side table and foot rest. Grain of the chair
is used to give texture to surface. It is designed
for children but its strength is unlimited and
can be used by adults too.”

The students remarked, “It was one of a lifetime
experience working on cardboard with Dr.
Marina. We learned how important is to
thoroughly know the material and explore it.
This workshop was indeed very challenging
and insightful.”
“The idea was to design a furniture for sitting
inspired from chess board. The furniture
design began with rst sketching the basic
design of furniture, focussing and working out
joinery mechanism, implementing this into
small prototypes, identifying the issues and
stability of the model and then nally
developing the model furniture,” said Aastha
Devtale, Foram Vaishnav, and Priyanka Rajput,
who functioned as a team and came up with a
unique sitting stool.

They narrated their experience and said, “We
had a wonderful experience while working
with cardboard material in the workshop
conducted by Dr. Marina. She introduced
various techniques in which cardboard can be
used as certain elements. She also gave us
clear ideas regarding how furniture and other
elements could be developed using
cardboard. On the whole it was an innovative
and enlightening experience for each one of
us.”
The duo of Sukriti Gupta and Aprajita Basnet
came up with the concept of a 'Sevenold Stool'.
They derived it from the intersection of two
prisms: one tall upward and one short
downward prism. “We tried to incorporate the
foldable characteristic of the cardboard to
create a dismantable stool. The crisp angles of
each prism visually gave the impression of the
number '7'. We divided the stool into three
main folds and tried to interlock each other
with cardboards in the shape of a 7 and named
it 'Sevenold Stool',” they said.

Recalling their new experience Sukriti and
Aprajita, who are second year students of post
graduation in interior and furniture design
shared, “For us, cardboard was not new as a
material as we both had used it in the past in
crafts. However, little did we know about its
properties and usage. Through this workshop
we learnt about how sustainable it is as a
material, and how diversely it has been used
since a long time. We started experimenting
with the material and created some forms. It
helped us to know about diﬀerent techniques
to handle it, through which we were able to
perceive its strengths and weaknesses. We
then tried to make a stool with it. We struggled
a lot, however, through proper guidance and
learning, we were able to create a stable stool.”

multilayer and the 'lego' technique. Various
prototypes were made to explore the best
tted technique for the actual scale model. It is
inspired from the 'De Stijl' (meaning the style in
Dutch) movement where only lines are the
major part in the design.”

Timcy Mehta, Associate Professor at School of
Interior Design, observed, “When students
experiment with cardboard as a medium and
t r a n s fo r m t h e i r i d e a s t o b u i l d t h r e e
dimensional furniture it gives them immense
con dence as they come with functional
ergonomical products.”

Hariesh Sankaran, Associate Director, School
of Interior Design, said, “ The workshop
stimulated the students to look at cardboard
as a raw material, understand its character and
strength and then learn to manipulate the
material to understand how structure and
stability could be infused into it. The workshop
opened the students' minds in terms of how
they evaluated any material for its various
properties and manipulate them to one's
purpose. This rigorous exercise of exploration
and conceptualization led to some beautiful
crafted cardboard furniture.”

Other than utility furniture Tanish Preet Kaur
and Kavish Mehta gave a twist to their design
t h o u g ht s a n d c a m e u p w i t h l i g ht i n g
accessories which would dazzle any living
room. “The idea was to design a lighting
accessory as an interior element, with minimal
amount of cardboard. Designing a furniture
from corrugated cardboard was a challenging
and tough task. Material exploration, in
process diﬃculties, late night workshops, coordination with group partner, was equally
gruelling and an amazing experience,” the 20year-olds, who are in the rst year of post
graduation in interior and furniture design,
recalled.
Tanushree Dwivedi and Helga Patel developed
a unique centre table with magazine holders.
They explained, “The 'Centertable' with
magazine holders was designed by using the

“We never thought cardboard was this fun
material to explore and can be used in such
variations. Initially we faced problems but then
with the guidance of faculties and by using
proper technique we could really shape it in
the way we designed to. All the various
techniques and the properties taught to us
were very interesting and lead us in knowing
how useful and sustainable the material is,” the
duo further said.

The workshop focused on exploring the
various methods and techniques to build and
develop the basic understanding of cardboard
furniture. It also gave them a hands-on
experience and nally build full scale furniture
at the end of the workshop
The students of post graduation exhibited the
aesthetics and innovative furniture designed
by them in the cardboard workshop. The range
of cardboard marvels included chairs, tables,
stools, shelves and lamp. Using cardboard to
make furniture is an eco-friendly idea,
especially if the furniture is made of recycled
cardboard.

Varanasi:
Threads of light

T

he morning sun rises from the east
bank, golden light like ribbons
ripple across the moving Ganges. In
the distance, the air is rent with sounds of
holy chants, and also 'Allah o Akbar'. It is
dawn in Varanasi, the city of incandescent
light. Ever moving, ever changing through
the ages, through the wisdom of sages,
and through the birth of one of the oldest
cities in civilization. Steeped in ritual,
eﬀervescent with the sanctity of cross
cultural religions, Varanasi stands a silent
testimony to ages then and now.
As deft threads of gold and silver weave
through warps of shimmering silk, the
ancient art of brocade weaving
intersperses, with echoes of sound. The air
resonates with the ethos of Hindustani

classical music, the shehnai, the sitar, tabla,
among other instruments. Melodious
voices in tone and timbre blend with the
sound of ghungroos, as dance and music
lay claim to the various gharanas,
renowned worldwide.
Temple bells toll in the late afternoon light,
shadows lengthen, and the day takes on
another avour, ancient temples, palaces
and havelies show the edi ces of
architecture, in stone , lime washed walls
and brick work, juxtaposed with lattices,
spires, arches and domes. Hindu, Muslim,
and Buddhist architecture, co-exist in
harmony. Architecture is textured along
alleys and pathways, broad avenues, and
the endless Ghats that dot the river.

Ghats embody the spirit of Banaras, there
are over 80 Ghats, each with its own
legend. It is here that you will nd the
meditative sadhu, the snake charmer,
people from all over the country engaged
in rituals, or bathing . The Ghats of Banaras
is what ties the city with the threads of
faith.
As you descend the many steps into a fast
owing river, the Ganges rise up to
embrace you. Murky waters, and oating
debris, are no deterrent to the staunch
believers of faith. Faith that the mighty
Ganges descended from the locks of lord
Shiva, washes away all mortal sins. To die in
Kashi -- as Varanasi is also known-- is to
attain salvation from rebirth, and while at
the ghat of Manikaran, the res of death
burn all day and all night, The smell of
burning esh mingles with incense, and
prayers are chanted as the priest twirls his
sacred thread, linking man to that strange
destiny we call life.
It is in Varanasi that great travellers laid the
seeds of education, and under various
dynasties, the arts, philosophy, and the
sciences ourished. The BHU is one such
seat of learning.
It is this introduction to the arts that gave
Benares, the unique distinction of being
creatively evolved. Craft traditions, are rich
in their interpretation as well as the skill
with which they are executed.
Varanasi, is a city where the festivals and
fairs perpetuate the lifestyle of all who visit
and all who live there. Almost all through
the year there is some or the other
celebration. However there are some
which are better known than others and

By Lolita Dutta
Head of Department
School of Visual Communication

draw the crowds into a vortex of fervour.
There can be no city that exists without
food. Varanasi has many gastronomic
delights. Predominantly vegetarian, it is
fairly renowned for its 'satvik' or pure food.
Kachoris, puris and potato curries, are
commonplace and do for a quick snack.
Thandai and lassi are mixed with nuts and
essences.
The paan, a heart shaped betel leaf, is
legendary, in Indian stories, as a metaphor
for several interpretations. The leaf is rolled
with condiments, sweeteners, nuts and
lime paste. There are many variations to
suite diﬀerent palates, woven into the
many dimensions of Banaras. The Banarasi
paan is symbolic of the local lifestyle.
Traditional sweets, in myriad forms are laid
out like a banquet feast. Made from pure
ghee, and milk often avoured with nuts,
the sweets are a delight to the palate, and
the gastronomic experience of the city
brings people from all corners of the world
to experience tastes unknown.
Varanasi lays claim to heritage, as almost
no other city in India does, it draws people
from far and wide, through the chaos, of
humanity, and art, and architecture,
through belief, and faith, through light and
dancing shadows, through the ow of the
mighty Ganges. The river wends its way to
the Bay of Bengal. Not without taking
Varanasi in its wake, pulling oars, the
boatmen row endlessly.
The Ghats resonate and are luminescent
with the aarti, holy chants, music and
dance all come together in a celebration.
A celebration called life.

LSA students visit IILF, Hidesign and
other places in Puducherry
In order to understand leather as a
material and the industrial aspects of it,
the School of Lifestyle and Accessory (LSA)
Design at UID planned a trip to India
International Leather Fair (IILF), Chennai
and an industrial visit to Hidesign in
Puducherry from February 1 to 4, 2019.
As students of UID at IILF, we were shown
the various chemicals that are used for
diﬀerent purposes, the machineries that
are available to process leather and also
the technological advancement that are
undertaken. At IILF, we saw how the
fo o t w e a r i n d u s t r y w o r k s a n d t h e
knowhow of mass-producing footwear on
a single machine from scratch. It gave us an
opportunity to interact with
manufacturers, suppliers and retailers
from all over the globe dealing with
l e a t h e r, f u r, c h e m i c a l s , fo o t w e a r,
machinery, hardware and even institutes
oﬀering courses in this segment.
We then made an industrial visit to
Hidesign, which was an eye opener. The
knowledge acquired there was applied in
context with the type of industry Hidesign
caters to. We toured across the
manufacturing unit, where we were
explained about the process step by step,
taking us to diﬀerent departments and
sharing knowledge on the same.

Apart from IILF and Hidesign, two other
wonderful visits were lined up to Studio of
Rakhee Kane and Mahabalipuram, on our
way to Puducherry. Rakhee Kane, a
Ceramist, Sculptor and a Painter, inspired
us to pursue our dreams and strive to
achieve them, even if they seem
farfetched. Her mother was stream of
freshness who has just started her career in
ceramics with the support of her daughter,
Rakhee Kane.
On our way to Puducherry, we halted to
pay our visit to Mahabalipuram, a historic
site with sculptures and caves from the
Pallava dynasty, dating back to 7th and 8th
Century. Its sculpture of Arjuna's Penance,
and the famous Rock that wouldn't fall are
major attractions. All temples and
sculptures are monolithic in nature,
meaning cut and carved from one rock.
Our time in Puducherry was well spent
while touring around the city, enjoying
beach time with pleasant sunrises and
sunsets and rejoicing in peace at the
Mahatma Mandir in Auroville. We also had
the opportunity to visit an exhibition
which was happening at the same time in
Puducherry.
Overall, it was an excellent trip with a mix
of fun and learning.

Write up by Maria Khorakhiwala , Semester- 6, LSA, UID
Photographs by Maria Bipin, Semester- 6, LSA, UID

Fashion Design students

learn to drape creatively
Fourth semester students of School of Fashion Design
department at UID were taught draping explorations of ve
designs as part of their module on 'Creative Draping' by their
faculty, Ms. Rebecca Dsouza.
The students documented the same with illustration and
sketches, in order to achieve the ow and structure when
draping on a dress form. They are still in the process of
designing and making draped garments. This module ends
by April. Exhibitions were held for each section separately
during the rst two weeks of February.
“Creativity is at its best here as the students are taught how to
explore and document the art of draping on 3D form by
using the dress form and creating a structure in draping
besides being creative,” said Ms. Dsouza.
She further said, “The ow and feel of fabric plays an
important part of draping. As fabrics are of diﬀerent weights,
the draped designs vary accordingly and create a new
concept in draping. Technically they learn how to drape and
manufacture a draped garment by creating draped textures
and fabric manipulation as well.”
By
Rebecca Dsouza
Assistant Professor
School of Fashion Design, UID

UID students

learn the ropes of
weaving Khadi

Students of UID's fashion design department recently visited
Gandhi ashram in Ahmedabad. They learned that khadi plays
a major role in improving the Indian economy. They also
learned the way to process it.
“Take a cotton ball, roll it, make the threads by twisting it,
weave the threads together to make fabric out of it,” said one
of the students.
Not just a cloth but a thought!

Not just a cloth
but a thought!

BEHIND THE PORTABLE SHRINES OF GUJARAT
- An Ethnographic Study into
The Mata Ni Pachedi Artists of Ahmedabad
The Visual Communication students at UID are
taught to observe and learn from the outside world.
Ethnographic studies enable designers to expand
their thoughts, nurture empathy and sharpen their
observation skills, a skill of utmost importance for
designers.
Under the guidance of our teacher Dr. Sudhanya DG
Mukherjee, the PG class of Visual
Communication visited plate Ni Pachedi artists to
not only study their art but also to
investigate their positioning in our society and their
systems of faith. It is part of an eﬀort by the faculty to
open doors for her students into the outside world
in order to learn, experience and design
better. Ethnographic study without eld
experience is like sh without water.
Also experiential learning is the most
imperative element of any
ethnographic study. Thus we set out to
Ravannagar near Paldi to visit the
practitioners of Mata ni Pachedi.
Mata Ni Pachedi, also known as the
“Kalamkari of Gujarat” literally
translates to “Behind
The Mother Godess”. When people of the
nomadic Vaghari community of Gujarat were
barred from entering temples, they made their own
shrines with depictions of mother
goddess on cloth. For me this is a kind of design
solution which enabled this marginalized
community to claim their voice through art.
However, according to their own claims it is not
caste discrimination rather colonial aggression on
their shrines and idols which prompted them to
adapt to a more mobile, exible art form. This threw
some light for me as to how information would be
perspective ridden for any ethnographic study and
sometimes, information has to be taken with a
pinch of salt.

painting beautiful imagery with a Kalam (made of
bamboo stick). Upon a chance encounter he had
once pointed out how the branded articles of
clothing we buy with such imagery is usually priced
really high but how the community that actually
creates this artwork is more often than not last to
pro t. This claim is reinforced when we understand
that this is a practice which uses mostly all
sustainable elements like reusing scrap iron, natural
colours et al.
Mr Kirit Chitara lives with his family in Ravannagar,
Ahmedabad. They have all been
practicing this art form for generations
and have received various awards for
their work in this eld. Amidst painted
walls of their house with Mata Ni
Pachedi pieces covering the ceiling,
we were told of the many stories
depicted in this art form. This method
of
storytelling uses panels to establish
hierarchy with the Mother Goddess in
the centre.
Various motifs of animals, plants, etc
surround the Goddess. Each Goddess
stands for
something the worshippers desire or pray to her for.
The inclusive imagery becomes a
temple for people from all walks of life to place their
faith in.

Ethnographic
Study-Part1

A connection to this community can be traced from
right within the UID building. Mr. Kirit
Chitara is a practitioner of this art form and can be
found peered over a piece of cloth,

These Devipujaks celebrate the power of the
Goddesses, however, many temples do not allow
women into the place of worship. It is worth
noticing that the workspace seems to have more
men when it comes to the actual painting and that
there are many stories that feed into this kind of
prohibition and limitation.
Ravannagar is located near Sabarmati, which is
where the cloth is washed after the painting process
is complete, as this requires a source of running
water. However, the relationship of the community
with the river has now changed with all the
developmental projects in place.

Water from the nearby dam often released
without notice results in their hard work owing
away with the river. The organic relationship that
they had with the river is now completely lost.
While the art form originally used only three
colours made from natural ingredients,
commercialisation has seeped in posing a need
for change. Over time, with growing demand for
more variety, the colour palette has expanded
and the originally hand painted work is now
substituted by wooden blocks. The centre image
of the Goddess however is hand painted as it is
considered sacred. Can we facilitate a more
inclusive form of society where our crafts people
can exist and function in a nancially viable way?
Can present generation youth from the craft
families be encouraged to go back and pick up
and continue their trades? Can we preserve these
unique visual and oral cultures?
How we write our history to document stories of
our art and culture are in fact extremely vital!
History is also in essence kalamkari after all. When
such an intersection of religion and craft occurs,
in order to preserve the original cultures,
supporting their art would be a simple step
towards providing an established space for them
in society. If collective history is orally propagated
diﬀerently, it holds the potential to change the
community's context in collative history. We
need methods to document and archive our past
and present. This is where such ethnographic
studies play a crucial role Besides the extremely
fantastic journey into colours, motifs and stories
what touched our hearts the most about our visit
was the openness with which the community
welcomed us. They were willing to teach us
everything they knew. At the end of the day, we
felt humbled to be there and to be able to
experience such a cathartic moment. The
t r a n s p a re n c y t h e y d i s p l aye d a n d t h e i r
willingness to share has certainly helped us build
on the true spirit of being dedicated and honest
artists, designers and thinkers.

By
Nandita Swami
PG Sem 4, School of Visual Communication

Glory and Accolades for students of
Visual Communication department, UID at IIT Bombay!
IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay, is organizing
Typography Day – A three day event dedicated
to the art and craft of the typography, from 2nd
March to 4th March, 2019. The event is
supported by India Design Association
(InDesAs) and Aksharaya. 'Typography Day' has
rich history; it is the oldest event in India related
to typography; and this is the twelfth time that
this event is being organized in the country.
Each year diﬀerent institutes across the country
take turns to host this event with the support of
IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay.
The main objective of the 'Typography Day' is to
bring designers and people working with
typography together to share, ideate, debate
and indulge in typography. Over the years the
event has become one of the most sought after
events for typo enthusiasts. The event
witnesses participation from both national and
international design community which
includes students, typo enthusiast and
academicians. It has created a distinct pan
South Asian identity for itself by regularly
hosting participants from countries like Turkey,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and China.
The theme for this year's 'Typography Day' is
'Experimental Typography'. The event will host
an international conference which will address
contemporary issues faced by type designers,
type users and type educators. The conference
will include presentations by invited keynote
speakers, eminent academicians, industry
professionals, research scholars and students.
The event will also host an exhibition of select
posters and typographic works of students and
faculty members from various design institutes.

Unitedworld Institute of Design (UID), Visual
Communication (VC) department is extremely
honoured to announce the participation and
winning entry of our students across diﬀerent
categories in this year's conference. Ms
Jayshree Ramgarrhia (VC, Sem-6) has won the
logo design competition. Ms Karthika Krishnan
( VC, Sem-6) has won the poster design
competition titled 'Dance of Typography'.
Research paper by Mr Jayesh Patil (VC, Sem-6)
has been selec ted for presentation in
Experimental Typography – student category.
In his research paper, Mr Jayesh Patil discusses
about the invincible power of 'puneripatya' –
the omnipresent sign-boards and bill-boards in
the city of Pune, which were seen in restaurants,
libraries, gardens, and old ancestral homes of
Punekars, known as 'wadas'. He provides an
analysis of their literar y, cultural and
typographical signi cance, which made this
form of social communication important; but
today face social extinction.
Visual Communication (VC) department, UID
extends our best wishes to all our students
participating in this esteemed event. We hope
to see continued participation from the student
community of VC department in all such events
of repute; use such opportunities to display
their talent and craft; and earn recognition and
accolades for themselves and UID, Karnavati
University(KU). We are truly proud of our
students!

UID students take up backstage
duties at FDCI show
On the 20th of January 2019, for the 9th edition of Vibrant Gujarat, The
Fashion Design Council of India (FDCI) presented seven of the most
prominent fashion designers of the country; namely, Rahul Mishra,
Shyamal and Bhumika, Rajesh Pratap Singh, Gaurang Shah, Anju Modi,
Namrata Joshipura and, Payal Jain for a grand fashion show. The fashion
design department of UID were privileged to help with the backstage
ttings and the nal show.
Students of semester IV and VI were called to help for the ttings on the
19th, the day before the show. There were a lot of diﬀerent looks and
models – the students had their hands full with their numerous duties
of tagging each garment and shoes, taking photographs of ttings, and
for technical alterations.
On D-day, work started ay 11:00am with a lot of busy yet enthusiastic
helping. The collections of each designer had the students in complete
appreciation and respect. Some of the pieces which stood out were
Anju Modi's 'Ras Leela' which utilised Mashroo along with other silks
with gold foil print and zardozi embroidery. Gaurang Shah's collection
was based on kalamkari paintings inspired by the Ajanta caves and
Shyamal and Bhumika's collection, 'Vayanti' was a collection on
exquisite brocades from Gujarat.
By helping out backstage, students not only learnt about fabric,
techniques and construction of garments, but they also got to touch
and feel ensembles that had been nished with ne craftsmanship.
They also got to interact with the design teams of all the designers and
understood what goes on inside the process of making a collection. The
students went back with a great rst-hand experience, increased
knowledge about the industry and technical understanding of how a
show is conducted – all the factors and people behind the scenes in
making an event successful.

UID Fashion Design department hosts
Hair and Makeup workshop by Anjum Bharadwaj
Surviving in the fashion industry requires one to have many talents and, UID for one can be
very helpful in guiding one to acquire talent. On the 7th and 8th February 2019, Anjum
Bhardwaj, celebrity hair and make up artist with over nine years' experience conducted a
workshop with the students of Semester 6 of UID's School of Fashion Design department.
Her work has been featured on magazines like, Vogue, Hello, India Today to name a few; and
her collection of work includes, television, theatre, editorials, fashion shows, bridal and
advertising. She has also worked as a course leader of, Fashion media makeup at The Pearl
Academy for over four years. She is currently working as a Consultant with Lotus Herbals Pvt.
Ltd. as a National Trainer/Makeup Artist along with freelancing.
Through this workshop, the students learnt how to do diﬀerent basic techniques of makeup
and hair for daily wear like, how to even out each eyebrow, smoky eyes, how to colour correct
one's face for the makeup part; and in hair, various braids like, shtail, French, bubble to name
a few, along with that she also gave a few beauty hacks that could easily be done in the hostel.
Anjum also gave a makeover to students as a
demonstration, after which she moved on to
teach the students about the evolution of
makeup through the decades - which was the
theme of this workshop. She taught everything
from how to do a cut crease eye to how to do a
sixties themed look to how to make a vintage
look, look trendy ; for example, she also
demonstrated how to make a 1920s look in a fresh
2019 vibe.
With her new perspective on makeup, bright
persona and abundant knowledge about her
eld, she taught the students as much as she
could in one session and took them through a
century of makeup in just a day, along with
busting common myths like how makeup is bad
for skin whereas, an unhealthy diet is what aﬀects
the skin much more than makeup, granted the
makeup is done in a correct way. She would be
remembered for long amongst us; and we at UID
would welcome her back with arms wide open,
any day.

By
Niharika Bose
Sem 6, School of Fashion Design
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